
SRS RECOVERY GUI INTERFACE
Overview
SRS users can now look at all SRS recovery attempts and
easily identify which jobs were recovered and which jobs
were not using a new PC based GUI Interface. No longer
do users have to look at SMF data or rerun jobs to look
at trace information to see why a job was not recovered.
Every SRS recovery attempt can be displayed at your PC.
Installations can save recovery information for historical
reporting purposes. The Graphical User Interface also
allows sorting, graphing and computational operations
on the captured data. 

How Does it Work?
The SRS Selection Language must be modified to capture
recovery activity and transfer those records to the
Dynamic Install Facility (DIF) address space. DIF writes the
records to a log file that can be accessed by the SCC
Explorer GUI. At user defined intervals, the records are
transfered to a PC running Windows 2000 or XP and
displayed in the SCC-Explorer GUI. 

License
Every SRS User with a current maintenance agreement
can obtain a special license code for the SCC Explorer
that will allow the display of SRS recovery data. To help
demonstrate the power and elegance of the SCC
Explorer GUI, this license code will also allow the user to
use the MVS Console command interface. For the full ver-
sion of the SCC Explorer, an additional license code is
required.

MVS Console Display
The SCC Explorer can display the output from virtually all
MVS Console commands using the GUI. Forgotten the
command to list all of the APF libraries? If you know how
to point and click, you can use the SCC Explorer to find
the answer. The Menu tree and sample output are shown
on the next page.  

For more information on all of the DTS Software prod-
ucts, call 770 922-2444 or to send email
info@DTSsoftware.com
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